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Sears, Roebuck and Company uses a vehicle-routing-and-
scheduling system based on a geographic information system
to run its delivery and home service ﬂeets more efﬁciently. Al-
though the problems to be solved can be modeled as vehicle-
routing problems with time windows (VRPTW), the size of the
problems and thus practical complexity make these problems
of both theoretical and practical interest. We constructed a se-
ries of algorithms, including the algorithm to build the origin-
and-destination matrix, the algorithm to assign resources, and
algorithms to perform sequencing and route improvement.
The combination of GIS and OR techniques makes the system
quite efﬁcient. The system has improved the Sears technician-
dispatching and home-delivery business; resulting in over $9
million in one-time savings and over $42 million in annual
savings. The success of this application also suggests a promis-
ing link between GIS and OR techniques.
S
ears, Roebuck and Company began
with an enterprise established in 1886
and was incorporated under the laws of
New York in 1906. Sears and its consoli-
dated subsidiaries conduct domestic and
international merchandising and credit
operations. The company, a multiline re-
tailer, is among the largest retailers in the
world selling merchandise and services.
US domestic operations include merchan-SEARS
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dising and credit operations in the United
States and Puerto Rico, and consist pri-
marily of providing goods and services
from the company’s retail stores, home
services, and direct-response marketing
businesses. International operations con-
sist of merchandising and credit opera-
tions conducted through majority-owned
subsidiaries in Canada and Mexico. The
company employs approximately 320,000
people worldwide.
ESRI is a privately held corporation sell-
ing software with estimated annual reve-
nue of $250 million. It provides a range of
geographic information system (GIS) soft-
ware packages and related services to cli-
ents around the world. Headquartered in
Redlands, California, ESRI has regional of-
ﬁces throughout the United States, several
subsidiary companies overseas, and dis-
tributors in 91 countries. Founded in 1969,
ESRI pioneered the development of carto-
graphic data structures and specialized
GIS software tools.
The Problem
Sears logistics services (SLS) manages a
US ﬂeet of over 1,000 delivery vehicles
that includes contract carriers and Sears-
owned vehicles. Sears provides the largest
home-delivery service of furniture and ap-
pliances in the United States, with over 4
million deliveries a year of 21,000 unique
items. When we began the project, SLS
had 46 routing ofﬁces serving 70 percent
of the US population, each ofﬁce responsi-
ble for a designated delivery region. When
a customer asks for a delivery, Sears deter-
mines the day and estimated time window
based on customer desire and the delivery
schedule in the region where the customer
is located. One day before the delivery,
Sears creates the routes for the next day’s
deliveries based on merchandise types, the
quantity of merchandise, the delivery ve-
hicles available, customer time windows,
and so forth. It may modify these routes
because of delivery cancellations or new
next-day deliveries. Once it has ﬁnalized
the routes, SLS center personnel call the
affected customers to conﬁrm the deliver-
ies and their time windows. The routing
ofﬁces try (1) to provide customers with
accurate and convenient time windows for
deliveries, (2) to minimize operational
costs, and (3) to give drivers consistent
routes.
Sears product services (SPS) operates a
US ﬂeet of 12,500 service vehicles and the
associated technicians, who repair and in-
stall appliances and provide home im-
provements and homeowner services. The
SPS call center receives 15 million calls for
on-site service annually. This is the largest
home-service business in the United States
(a $3 billion business in the $160 billion in-
dustry) and the sixth largest ﬂeet in North
America. Home service is also a key
growth engine for Sears. Like SLS, SPS
partitions the whole country into regions,
with an SPS regional ofﬁce covering each
region. When a customer calls an SPS call
center with a request for home service, the
customer representative assigns the cus-
tomer a service date and time window
based on the customer’s wants and the
working schedule in the customer’s area.
One day before the service date, the re-
gional ofﬁce builds routes based on the
customer requests, the available techni-
cians, their skills, and their schedules.
When it has ﬁnalized the routes, it con-
ﬁrms the times to provide service with theWEIGEL, CAO
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Sears Logistics Services Sears Product Services
Vehicles or personnel 1,000` consisting of contract
carriers and Sears-owned trucks
12,500 service technicians
Annual stops 4` million 15 million
Service area Regional delivery center based Regional service center based
Business objective To deliver furniture and
appliances
To provide repair, installation,
home improvements, and
homeowner service
System objectives Improve customer satisfaction Increase completed service calls
on ﬁrst attempt
Reduce operational costs Improve customer service
Consolidate delivery operations Provide same day service
Plan consistent routes Reduce operational costs
Consolidate dispatch operations
Algorithm objectives Automatically build routes that
reduce travel time while
honoring side constraints.
Automatically build routes that
reduce travel time while
honoring side constraints.
Table 1: Although the Sears technician-dispatching and home-delivery businesses differ in the
size of their problems, they share many of the same objectives.
customers. However, it may revise a route
further on the day the service is provided
because of emergency services or techni-
cian schedule changes. SPS tries to plan
the routes for services so that (1) it maxi-
mizes the completion of service calls on
ﬁrst attempt, (2) it minimizes operational
costs, and (3) it enhances customer service.
Table 1 summarizes the Sears home-
delivery and technician-dispatching
businesses.
The New System
The purpose of the new systems ESRI
developed for SLS and SPS is to enhance
Sears’ existing mainframe-based delivery
order system (DOS) and national product
services (NPS) systems to consolidate
operations, improve services, and reduce
costs. The new system should be able to
deal with the complicated home-delivery
and home-service businesses effectively
and also provide seamless data communi-
cations with the existing system. We call
the SLS home delivery system the En-
hanced Home Delivery System (EHDS) and
the SPS technician dispatch system the
Computer Aided Routing System (CARS).
The EHDS/CARS system incorporates
geographic information system (GIS)
techniques that provide spatial data-
processing capabilities, which are impossi-
ble within traditional tabular data-
processing environments (Figure 1).
EHDS/CARS is UNIX based and oper-
ates on either a central server or distrib-
uted workstations. In either case, the sys-
tem interfaces with Sears mainframes to
receive delivery or service orders. After
routing and scheduling, the system up-
loads vehicle and driver assignments, stop
sequences, travel times, arrival times, and
other data to mainframe databases. EHDS
is implemented on distributed IBM RS/
6000 workstations with multiple X-termi-
nals in each routing facility. CARS is im-
plemented on a single IBM RS/6000 SPSEARS
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Figure 1: The EHDS or CARS system contains several components for building routes. When
the customer data are downloaded from the mainframe, the geocode module will locate the
customer locations (x-, y-coordinates). Based on the street information stored in a GIS, it calcu-
lates the distances between all customers, providing the basic information to the assignment
and route improvement modules. Using distance and other customer information, such as im-
posed time windows and specialties, the assignment and route-improvement modules generate
the ﬁnal routes for home delivery or home service.
with multiple CPUs. Users access CARS
using X-emulation over a wide-area
network.
The software environment consists of
ESRI’s ARC/INFO GIS along with addi-
tional programs ESRI developed to imple-
ment the algorithms. ARC/INFO is inter-
faced with Sears mainframe and
distributed databases, including DB2 and
INFORMIX. The GIS integrates Sears cus-
tomer data and commercially available
street network data, and provides the nec-
essary ﬂow of control for the algorithms
that solve the VRPTW. The solver was im-
plemented in the C/C`` programming
language. The system consists of the fol-
lowing modules:
An address matching and geocoding
module matches the address of a customer
requiring service, delivery, or pickup to a
node in the geographic street database. A
digital map layer in the ARC/INFO GIS
environment is called a coverage. A cover-
age contains both the location data and
descriptive data for streets (or other map
features) in a given geographic area.
A view environment module is fully in-
tegrated with the GIS and has standard
GIS display capabilities. It can (1) display
all roads and identify or list attribute in-
formation about them; (2) display work
(service or delivery) areas and their text;
(3) automatically zoom to a selected route
and draw the stops on that route; (4) pro-
vide driving directions; (5) view all routes,
seed points, and stops; and (6) select an in-
dividual technician or driver and assign
him or her to a new seed point location.
(A seed point is the geographic centroid of
the desired working area.)
The pre-edit module allows dispatchers
to manually modify any day’s service or
delivery-order assignments prior to batch
optimization, but it allows the computer toWEIGEL, CAO
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seek the optimal expression of those inter-
ventions. The dispatcher can preassign a
service or delivery order to a particular
technician or driver. The module will au-
tomatically check the feasibility of the
preassignment and, if necessary, warn the
dispatcher. The module can also be used
to update the attributes of a stop, such as
service time, service request, and special
instructions.
Sears employs approximately
320,000 people worldwide.
The assignment rules module allows
dispatchers, prior to running the batch op-
timization, to set rules that dictate how
technicians or drivers will be assigned to
service or delivery orders. These rules are
customizable. For example, they could (1)
allow the system to assign any necessary
overtime to technicians or drivers, or as-
sign overtime only to technicians or driv-
ers who are preauthorized to work over-
time; (2) assign technicians with primary
and secondary specialties to service orders
considering only their primary specialty or
both their primary and secondary special-
ties; (3) use average travel time (distance)
from stop to stop in determining maxi-
mum impedance in calculating origin and
destination matrix; and (4) cover addi-
tional rules required by the client.
The routing module consists of all solu-
tion methods and solves the vehicle-
routing problems with time windows
(VRPTW) based on the input parameters
(areas, customer information, technician or
driver schedules, preassigned stops, and
assignment rules).
The graphic route-editing module can
be used by the dispatcher to manually
ﬁne-tune the routes resulting from the
batch routing process, for instance, mov-
ing stops between routes. When the dis-
patcher moves a stop from one route to
another, the module will resequence the
affected routes.
The routing options module allows the
dispatcher to review and evaluate the
routes resulting from the routing proce-
dure. Using its tools, a dispatcher can eas-
ily identify some exceptional cases. He or
she can then use other modules to edit the
routes, change the technician or driver
proﬁles (schedules), change assignment
rules, and resequence the routes.
The reporting module generates on-line
and hard-copy reports, for example, (1) a
route report containing such information
as the route number, technician’s or
driver’s name and identiﬁcation number,
the number of stops, starting time and
transit time, total mileage, total service
time, and overtime; (2) a time-window-
violation report for any failure to meet the
time window for a stop; (3) a stop report
containing information about individual
stops, such as the route number, the visit-
ing sequence number, the service or deliv-
ery order number, the time window im-
posed, the estimated arrival time, the
service time, the transit time from the pre-
vious stop, and the parts needed; (4) a di-
rection report listing the street-level direc-
tions for the selected route; and (5) a
routing-summary report containing infor-
mation about an entire day’s routes (num-
ber of routes, number of stops, total mile-
age, total travel time, total dead time
including waiting and free times, average
number of stops per route, and estimatedSEARS
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cost).
The GUI allows users to visually exe-
cute geographic data processes, such as
dropping stops from routes, moving stops
between routes, and adding new street
segments; evaluating routing results; and
interacting with the optimization proce-
dures to solve VRPTW.
Optimization Techniques
Sears’ problems of dispatching techni-
cians and scheduling deliveries can be
modeled as vehicle-routing problems with
time windows (VRPTW). Many research-
ers have worked on these problems (for
instance, Ball et al. [1995] and Bodin et al.
[1983]). They have developed a variety of
algorithms (exact and heuristic methods)
to solve these problems (for examples, see
Desrochers et al. [1992] and Solomon
[1987]). The basic VRPTW approach is to
determine M vehicle routes, where a route
is a tour run by a vehicle starting at the
depot, visiting a subset of customers in a
certain sequence, and returning to the de-
pot. Each customer must be visited by ex-
actly one of M vehicles, and the size
(weight, volume) associated with custom-
ers must not exceed the capacity of the ve-
hicle. Furthermore, the time windows cus-
tomers imposed should be met. The routes
should be built to minimize the total cost
(travel time, distance, or other costs). For
practical reasons, we need to consider fac-
tors other than those in the basic model:
(1) In dispatching technicians, we must as-
sign a technician to skills; (2) we must
consider employee schedules, such factors
as working hours, days off, training, and
breaks; (3) we must consider technicians’
starting and ending locations, which may
be different; (4) in dispatching technicians,
we must include parts depots in some
routes; (5) in scheduling deliveries, we
must impose precedence constraints so
that the merchandise is ﬁrst picked up at
certain predeﬁned stores; (6) we must
sometimes predeﬁne the areas technicians
or truck drivers serve to ensure, for in-
stance, that they speak the dominant lan-
guage in the area, or that they become fa-
miliar with certain areas, or that a union’s
request that senior employees be assigned
to favored areas is honored, or that carrier
contracts are assigned to their contracted
areas; (7) we must assign some service or-
ders to speciﬁc technicians because of their
specialties, their knowledge, or the prefer-
ence of the customer; (8) we must restrict
total route time, including travel and on-
site times, if the technician or driver is not
authorized for overtime; (9) we must con-
sider the number of service orders or de-
livery orders on a route to honor contract
or union agreements that the employee
services at least n customers, or no more
than m customers, or both; (10) we must
take account of exceptional geographic
regions in which customers can be visited
only within a speciﬁed time period during
a day; and (11) we must ensure that the
travel time between any pair of locations
on a route does not exceed some predeﬁ-
ned amount.
Based on our analysis of the problem,
we developed an objective function that
includes travel time (distance), the dura-
tion of routes, the penalties of time-
window violation, and waiting (free) time.
The time-window constraints are soft.
Users can modify the weights, which pro-
vides dispatchers ﬂexibility in building
routes and allows regional managers toWEIGEL, CAO
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achieve speciﬁc local objectives.
This particular VRPTW is a very difﬁ-
cult combinatorial optimization problem.
Furthermore the problem size (the under-
lying street network can contain two mil-
lion or more arcs and the number of stops
can be two thousand or more) makes the
problem very complex. To cope with the
problem’s complexities and complete the
solution within a reasonable time (less
than one hour), ESRI developed and im-
plemented a series of algorithms based on
heuristic strategies. The solution proce-
dure can be viewed as a “cluster-ﬁrst,
route-second” method, in which the ser-
vice orders or deliveries are assigned to
technicians or drivers ﬁrst, and then each
route is improved by applying the algo-
rithms. The core solver is composed at the
following major components:
—Origin-destination (OD) matrix
construction;
—Resource assignment;
—Sequence and route improvement.
These algorithms are able to solve the
technician dispatch and home-delivery
problems. We address the different re-
quirements of these two VRPTWs through
problem-speciﬁc constraint sets and
weights in the objective function.
Constructing the Origin and Destination
(OD) Matrix
An OD matrix containing the travel time
(distance) from one customer location to
another provides the primary data for the
resource assignment, sequencing, and
route-improvement procedures. We obtain
the travel time (distance) by applying a
shortest-path algorithm to a GIS street-
network database. In this case, we can pre-
vent such unrealistic scenarios as routes
crossing geographic barriers (mountains,
bodies of water areas with no road access).
Furthermore, accurate distances are crucial
for the solution quality. For instance, al-
though two locations in a mountain area
seem close based on their distance by air
(Euclidean distance), it may take a long
time to drive from one to the other. Sears
uses ESRI’s GIS software to integrate the
client’s existing customer information with
map data provided by GDT to obtain ac-
curate and realistic travel times (distances)
between pairs of locations. The GIS soft-
ware provides the data needed to build
the OD matrices, for instance, street infor-
mation, including speed limits, one-way
streets, and barriers; vehicle starting and
ending locations; depot locations; and or-
der locations.
For a home-delivery problem, each de-
livery center usually has several hundred
customers to visit, and each truck driver
starts and ends at the delivery center. It is
not difﬁcult to create an OD matrix that
contains the distances between pairs of
customers and between customers and the
delivery center. However, it may be im-
practical to build an OD matrix that con-
tains the distances for all technicians and
service orders within a region. On the one
hand, the size of a technician-dispatching
problem (for example, several thousand
service orders and several hundred techni-
cians) presents the computation of an en-
tire OD matrix in a timely fashion. On the
other hand, many distances obtained in
this way may be useless, for instance, a
distance between a technician starting lo-
cation and a service order for which the
technician does not have the necessary
skills. We use the information on skill setsSEARS
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(specialties), desired working areas (usu-
ally we represent working areas by their
centroids or seed points), maximum travel
times, and so forth to create several
smaller and more manageable OD matri-
ces for use in the assignment and routing
procedures. We use the following parame-
ters to build OD matrices efﬁciently:
—The technician’s skills in repairing or in-
stalling (for example, televisions, washers,
or computers);
—Minimum impedance, the minimum
time (distance) a technician must travel;
—Maximum impedance, the maximum al-
lowed time (distance) a technician can
travel from one location to another;
—Minimum candidate, the minimum
number of locations the technician should
reach from a starting location;
—Maximum candidate, the maximum
number of locations the technician can
reach from a starting location.
The purpose of setting these parameters
is to provide enough distances so that the
assignment and routing procedures can
create reasonable routes in a reasonable
amount of computational time. The OD
matrix used to solve the VRPTW for the
technician-dispatching problem consists of
two parts: OD1 and OD2.
OD1 contains the distances from a tech-
nician’s starting point, ending point, and
seed point (the centroid of the technician
working area) to the service orders the
technician can serve (skill consideration).
The matrix also includes the distances be-
tween the same technician’s starting and
ending locations as well as the seed point.
While computing the distances, the algo-
rithm takes the parameters listed above
into account. For each point (starting
point, ending location, or seed point of a
technician) the algorithm computes the
distances to potential service orders call-
ing for his or her skills until the maximum
candidate or maximum impedance value
is reached. If it reaches the maximum can-
didate value, the algorithm will check
whether it has met the minimum impe-
dance value. If it has not, it will increase
the maximum candidate value by n (user
deﬁned), and the process will continue;
otherwise that ends the distance calcula-
tion for one technician. Likewise, if the al-
gorithm meets the maximum impedance,
it will verify whether it has also reached
the minimum candidate value. If it has,
the computation for one technician is ter-
minated; otherwise it will increase the
maximum impedance by x (user deﬁned)
units, and the process continues. In both
cases, the upper bounds are set for maxi-
mum impedance and maximum candi-
date. Once the algorithm reaches the up-
per bound, the distance calculation for one
technician terminates. Using this algo-
rithm, we can collect service orders within
the particular technician’s skill set starting
at the technician’s seed point until he or
she travels the network for a speciﬁed dis-
tance (maximum impedance) or collects a
speciﬁed number of service orders (maxi-
mum candidates).
While OD1 includes the distances be-
tween a technician’s starting point, ending
point, and seed point and the service or-
ders within his skill set, OD2 contains the
distances between service orders. In addi-
tion to the parameters mentioned above,
the procedure to build OD2 also utilizes
information on the skill set on the day the
VRPTW is solved.WEIGEL, CAO
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For any service order, let its specialty be
s. Then
Si 4 the skill set of technician i; and
S 4 {øSi | s [ Si}, that is, the union of skill
sets of all technicians who have the spe-
cialty s.
For a given service order that requires a
particular specialty in S, the algorithm
computes the distances from this order to
all other service orders requiring special-
ties in S. The parameters and computing
strategies used to create OD1 are applied
here similarly. In this case, we eliminate
the distances between pairs of service or-
ders that cannot appear on the same
route.
In case some stops are not covered, the
required distances will be appended in the
resource-assignment procedure. However,
the number of distances to be computed is
very small. Furthermore, the procedure to
create an OD matrix can be run repeatedly
so that whenever a new order comes in,
the desired travel time (distance) can be
appended properly.
Assigning Resources
After the OD matrix is built, it is possi-
ble to solve the VRPTW for the technician-
dispatch or home-delivery problem. In the
following discussion, we call a service or-
der or a customer needing delivery a stop,
and a technician or a truck driver a vehicle.
The resource-assignment algorithm (multi-
ple insertion) assigns stops to vehicles. Se-
quence- and route-improvement algo-
rithms improve the results of the resource
assignment by revising the assignment de-
cision for each stop. The multiple-insertion
(MI) algorithm extends and adapts the ex-
isting (generalized assignment) algorithms
[Ball et al. 1995; Solomon 1987] for
VRPTW and incorporates multiple objec-
tives by using adjustable weights in the
objective function while assigning stops to
vehicles. The MI algorithm treats some of
the constraints mentioned above, such as
skill set, vehicle capacity (weight or vol-
ume), and precedence, as hard rules; that
is, it cannot violate these constraints dur-
ing the assignment procedure without
producing infeasible routes. Other con-
straints, such as time windows and dura-
tion of a route, will be viewed as soft
rules; that is, it can violate these con-
straints by accepting associated penalties.
The MI algorithm tries to minimize these
penalties and travel time (distance) when
it assigns stops, even though it is essen-
tially an initial construction procedure.
The major components of the MI algo-
rithm are building initial routes, assigning
stops, and an optional post-insertion im-
provement step.
First, the MI algorithm builds an initial
(dummy) route for each available vehicle
r. The initial route contains only the start-
ing, seed, and ending points. Then, we
compute the travel time (distance) tr, the
amount of time-window violation vr, and
waiting (free) time wr for each vehicle r,
treating the overtime as the time-window
violation of vehicle r. If a vehicle returns
to the ending point before the shift end
time, we consider the vehicle to have free
time. The objective function of the current
solution can be determined by
a Rt ` a Rv ` a Rw , 1 r 2 r 3 r
where a1, a2, and a3 are the weights for
travel time (distance), the amount of time-
window violation, and waiting (free) time,
respectively. Users can adjust theseSEARS
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weights based on their local or seasonal
business objectives and geographic
characteristics.
Second, the MI algorithm inserts any
unassigned stop into a route between two
consecutive vertices that represent start-
ing, seed, or end points, or stops. Let U
represent the set of all unassigned stops.
For each route r and position k where a
stop may be inserted, we deﬁne a corre-
sponding insertion cost for an unassigned
stop i as follows:
c 4 a Dt ` a Dv ` a Dw , irk 1 irk 2 irk 3 irk
where Dtirk is the change in travel time,
Dvirk is the amount of time-window viola-
tion, and Dwirk is the waiting time of route
r, if stop i is inserted at position k of this
route. If route r does not have the spe-
cialty stop i requires or the capacity of
route r will be exceeded if stop i is in-
serted at position k, then the insertion cost
is inﬁnite. We select a stop j and insert it
into route t at position q such that
c 4 min {c | for all i, r, and k}. jtq irk
As soon as a route receives a real stop, the
seed point is eliminated from the route.
The route attributes, such as travel time
(distance), time-window violation, and
waiting (free) time, are modiﬁed corre-
spondingly. After unassigned stop j is in-
serted into some route, let U 4 U\{j}. If U
4 U, the MI algorithm either goes on to
the postinsertion improvement procedure
or it stops. If U ? U, it updates the inser-
tion costs for all elements in U by consid-
ering all possible routes and positions in
those routes and repeats this insertion
step.
In the optional postinsertion improve-
ment step, we modify routes (clusters) cre-
ated by the procedure described above
that are not satisfactory because of an un-
acceptable imbalance in workload, such as
number of stops or overtime. In this case,
we will transfer stops from route to route
to create balanced workloads for all
routes. In making such transfers, we al-
ways try to ensure that the increment of
the weighted objective function is
minimal.
Once we solve the technician-dispatch
problem, we address other issues. A tech-
nician may have primary and secondary
specialties. The insertion cost of an unas-
signed stop will be adjusted based on the
technician’s primary specialty or second-
ary specialty. The adjustment favors a
technician getting stops that require his or
her primary specialty. Technicians are
classed as full-time, part-time, or ﬂexible-
time. The MI algorithm adjusts the inser-
tion cost during the insertion procedure so
that the routes corresponding to full-time
technicians get as many stops as possible
(considering the duration of the route and
the technician’s schedule). The MI algo-
rithm generates a set of routes, assigns all
stops to these routes, and determines the
sequence (position) for each stop within a
route.
Improving Sequences and Routes
The sequence-and-route-improvement
procedure improves the initial routes gen-
erated by the MI procedure. Let R 4 (V,
A) represent a route, where V is the set of
vertices representing the starting point,
ending point, and stops, and A is the set
of arcs connecting pairs of vertices in the
route. Each arc (i, j) [ A has an associated
cost tij, indicating the travel time (distance)WEIGEL, CAO
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from i to j. The procedure considers all the
routes built in the assignment process as a
whole system, and based on that, the algo-
rithms try to ﬁnd the most suitable route
for each stop and the best position for
each stop within individual routes accord-
ing to the objective function. The proce-
dure consists of two major heuristic proce-
dures—intraroute and interroute
improvements.
Intraroute Improvement
The purpose of intraroute improvement
is to ﬁnd the best position for each stop
within the single route. Theoretically, the
problem we solve is the traveling sales-
man problem with time windows and
other side constraints (for instance, capac-
ity and precedence). Since the underlying
optimization is an NP-hard problem, we
use heuristics to solve the problem. We
deﬁne a move as an operation that trans-
forms the current solution (route) to a new
one. To solve this difﬁcult problem efﬁ-
ciently, we developed moves similar to the
procedure Or [1976] describes. We con-
sider two types of moves to solve the
problem—forward and backward inser-
tions. They were proved to be very effec-
tive in solving the traveling salesman
problem with time windows and other
side constraints [Cao and Rinderle 1992;
Carlton and Barnes 1996]. We use forward
(backward) insertions to try to improve a
route by relocating a stop within it. If we
index the vertices representing stops in a
route from 1 to n in sequence, where n is
the total number of vertices in the route,
removing a stop from its current position
in the sequence and placing it a position
later in the route is a forward-insertion
move, while removing a stop from its cur-
rent position and inserting it earlier in the
route is a backward-insertion move. If the
forward-insertion move removes a stop
from its current position i and places it at j
(j . i) position in the sequence, then we
can determine the resulting change of the
travel time for the route as follows:
Dt 4 t ` t ij i11,i`1j , i
` t 1 t 1 t 1 t . ij i11,i i,i`1j j `1
We also compute the changes in time-
window violation Dvij and waiting (free)
time Dwij, since the arrival times for all
stops after i 1 1 in the route are changed
because of the move. We deﬁne
Dc 4 a Dt ` a Dv ` a Dw ij 1 ij 2 ij 3 ij
to be the cost associated with this speciﬁc
forward-insertion move, and we compute
this cost for any possible forward-insertion
move. Similarly, we can determine the
cost of a speciﬁc backward-insertion move.
At each intraroute improvement step, we
choose the least costly forward or back-
ward insertion. The insertion cost may be
inﬁnite for a forward- or backward-
insertion move if it violates the precedence
constraints or exceeds the capacity of a ve-
hicle that runs this route.
We extend the moves discussed here to
deal with inserting more than one stop.
Quite frequently, the travel times (dis-
tances) between some stops within a route
are zero, because the corresponding ser-
vice orders or deliveries are located in the
same building (they are referred to as
combined stops). For practical reasons, the
same place should not be visited more
than once as long as all the stops at that
location have compatible time windows.
For combined stops, the forward (back-SEARS
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ward) insertion considers moving these
combined stops as a group using a strat-
egy similar to that for moving a single
vertex.
Interroute Improvement
In solving a VRPTW, we make two
types of decisions, the assignment decision
(which route serves which stops) and the
routing decision (what is the sequence of
the stops within a route). We use the
intraroute-improvement procedure to im-
prove the routing decision. Although we
may have several thousand stops to as-
sign, a route usually contains no more
than 70 stops. It is impossible to obtain a
signiﬁcant improvement by revising only
the routing decision. Therefore the
intraroute-improvement procedure alone
cannot solve the technician-dispatching or
the home-delivery problem effectively.
The interroute-improvement procedure is
a heuristic that utilizes the multiple-route
structure to explore additional opportuni-
ties, revising the assignment decision to
obtain better solutions. It uses two types
of moves to relocate stops between two
routes: transferring moves and exchanging
moves.
In a transferring move, the heuristic re-
moves a stop from one route (the origin
route) and inserts it in another (the desti-
nation route) at a determined insertion po-
sition. For each potential move, the heuris-
tic computes the transferring cost based on
the transferred stop, the destination route,
and the insertion position. The transfer-
ring cost is inﬁnite if (1) the destination
route does not have the specialty the stop
requires (for technician-dispatching prob-
lems); (2) the precedence constraint in ei-
ther route is violated; (3) the capacity of
either route is exceeded; or (4) the stop
was preassigned to the origin route. A
transferring move will be carried out if it
has the least transferring cost.
In an exchanging move, two stops from
different routes are relocated simulta-
neously into the other route. The heuristic
decides the insertion positions for these
stops in their respective destination routes.
We compute the exchanging cost for each
potential move based on the exchanged
stops, the routes involved, and the inser-
tion positions in the routes. The exchang-
ing move is prohibited if (1) a route does
not have the specialty the stop to be in-
serted requires; (2) the capacity of either
route is exceeded owing to the move; (3)
the precedence constraint will be violated;
or (4) one or both stops are preassigned.
The exchanging move that has the least
cost is performed.
Similar to the intraroute-improvement
procedure, the transferring and exchang-
ing moves can be extended to a group of
stops (combined stops) as well. Based on
our computational experiments, this kind
of extension sometimes can improve the
overall solution signiﬁcantly.
In solving the technician-dispatch prob-
lem, we modify the transfer and exchange
costs so that generally the stops served by
full-time technicians will not be switched
to routes run by part-time technicians. If
the “exception” geographic region restric-
tion is imposed, a stop within this “excep-
tion” region cannot be switched to a route
outside of the region. After interroute im-
provement ends, we apply the intraroute-
improvement procedure to each route.
Tabu Search Application
The moves in the intraroute- andWEIGEL, CAO
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interroute-improvement procedures are all
local heuristic searches, and these searches
are easily trapped in the local optima. We
use tabu search techniques to obtain better
solutions. Tabu search [Glover 1986] is a
metaheuristic that guides local heuristic
search procedures (for example, the moves
in intraroute and interroute improve-
ments) to explore the solution space be-
yond local optimality. Tabu search has
been widely applied to a variety of combi-
natorial optimization problems [Carlton
and Barnes 1996; Gendreau et al. 1992;
Glover 1995]. Given a function f(x)t ob e
optimized over a ﬁnite set X, tabu search
proceeds iteratively from one solution to
another until the termination criterion is
met. Each x [ X has an associated neigh-
borhood N(x) , X, and each solution x8 [
N(x) can be reached by an operation called
a move. To avoid being trapped at a poor
local optimum, tabu search accepts a new
solution x8 even if its objective function
value is worse than the best one. Since
cost improvement is not enforced, tabu
search runs the danger of cycling—repeat-
ing the same sequence of solutions indeﬁ-
nitely. To resolve this problem, one can
use one or more tabu search lists to clas-
sify certain attributes (for example, a vari-
able whose value changed or a vertex that
is added or dropped) of solutions recently
visited as tabu active. A solution x8 [ N(x)
is classiﬁed as tabu to be regenerated if
speciﬁed attributes of x8 appear in the
tabu lists. However, the tabu status of a
solution can be overruled if certain aspira-
tion levels are met. The result is the solu-
tion with the best objective-function value
found in the entire solution process.
Tabu search ideas are used in the
sequence-and-route-improvement proce-
dure. The attributes of moves that we use
to deﬁne tabu status consist of stops on
routes. Among these attributes, we iden-
tify several as critical attributes of the
move. If the critical attributes are tabu ac-
tive, then the corresponding move is tabu,
that is, the solution created by this move is
excluded from consideration unless it
meets a certain aspiration level. The tabu-
active classiﬁcation is deﬁned based di-
rectly on recency. Therefore a move is
classiﬁed as tabu if it reiterates critical at-
tributes that were changed by recent
moves.
Home delivery has become
one of Sears’ core
competencies.
For intraroute improvement, we deﬁne
the position on a route where the stop to
be relocated is to be inserted as a destina-
tion position. Then we deﬁne the stop to be
relocated and the stop at the destination
position as the critical attributes of the for-
ward- (backward-) insertion moves. When
a stop is relocated, it will be put into tabu
list 1 with size s1 and the stop at the desti-
nation position will be put into tabu list 2
with size s2. A forward or backward move
that contains these two critical attributes
within the next s 4 min{s1, s2} iterations is
excluded from consideration unless it sat-
isﬁes the aspiration level (deﬁned later).
For the transferring move of the
interroute-improvement procedure, we de-
ﬁne the tabu rules as follows: A stop to be
transferred from one route to another is
deﬁned as the critical attribute of the
move. If a stop is transferred, it cannot beSEARS
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the critical attribute of any transferring
move during the next s (the size of the
tabu list for the move) iterations. Tabu re-
striction for the exchanging move deﬁnes
the two affected to be the critical attrib-
utes. Both stops will be put into tabu list 1
(size s1) and tabu list 2 (size s2), respec-
tively. The move that uses these two stops
as its critical attributes is prohibited within
next s 4 min{s1, s2} iterations (again, sub-
ject to aspiration level). The aspiration cri-
terion we used is the simple aspiration by
objective, that is, the tabu status of a move
can be overruled if the value of the
weighted objective function obtained by
this move is better than the value of the
best solution obtained previously. Based
on our computational experiments on real
problems, the solutions obtained by this
tabu-search-based procedure are better
than (15 percent improvement) those
yielded by the heuristic without tabu-
search techniques.
System Roll Out
ESRI and Sears jointly built a project
team in October 1993 after Sears asked
ESRI to develop and implement the sys-
tems for SLS and SPS. This team was also
responsible for training staff, explaining
and analyzing the results obtained by the
systems, reporting on project progress to
the management of both companies, col-
lecting criticism from the ﬁeld, and revis-
ing the systems.
Because of the complexity and the scale
of this project, the project team ﬁrst cre-
ated pilot systems for SLS and SPS. Using
the pilot system, the project team found
problems it had not predicted and realized
some business logic it had not considered.
Based on feedback from the pilot ﬁeld, the
project team ﬁgured out how to improve
the system. Because of their similarity, the
project team developed the two systems in
parallel. After about one year of develop-
ment, the project team implemented the
pilot system for SLS in 1995 and the pilot
system for SPS in early 1996. The team
chose several regional ofﬁces for imple-
mentation that would reﬂect different sce-
narios, for example, the service area cov-
ered had various geographic
characteristics, including mountains, des-
erts, and beaches, and also offered all of
Sears’ services. This allowed the project
team to test the system thoroughly and ac-
quire wide experience, which greatly
helped it in the nationwide rollout. The
project team spent another half year im-
proving the systems based on the pilot
and ﬁnalizing the systems for the gradual
nationwide rollout. By the end of 1996,
both systems were working for the entire
country.
As we rolled out the system, we en-
countered several impediments to smooth
implementation. The EHDS/CARS system
required Sears employees to make a tran-
sition from text-based terminals to mouse-
driven GUIs. Many found this difﬁcult. In
addition, users had to learn the effects of
various algorithm-input parameters on the
quality of routes. SLS and SPS took differ-
ent approaches to training. SLS rolled out
EHDS incrementally with a small Sears
project team visiting each of the then 46
delivery ofﬁces to provide intensive train-
ing. SPS, because of the large size of its
operation, hired a third-party implementa-
tion ﬁrm to provide training.
During the initial rollout, various as-
pects of the algorithms were not completeWEIGEL, CAO
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or parameters needed tuning. This re-
sulted in routes that were infeasible or im-
practical, which reduced the dispatchers’
and ﬁeld personnel’s conﬁdence in the
system. Also, because the system seeks a
global optimal (to reduce costs across all
routes on a given day), some individual
routes may suffer. Usually the joint team
had to analyze the results and explain
them to dispatchers and ﬁeld personnel.
And the team had to modify the algo-
rithms to correct problems. Conﬁdence im-
proved as the system provided more rea-
sonable routes and people became familiar
with it.
ESRI’s projects for Sears have
driven the improvement of
commercially available street-
network data.
Technicians and drivers resented being
tracked by the system. Mileage calcula-
tions compared with odometer readings
exposed off-route activities or failure to
run routes in the prescribed sequence.
However, this obstacle could be overcome
as the ﬁeld manager gained more conﬁ-
dence in the system and the system ma-
tured. Because of the beneﬁts the system
brought, the ﬁeld manager was able to
convince the technicians and drivers to
follow the routes the system suggested.
When we initially deployed the system,
we set uniform algorithm parameters for
all dispatch and delivery ofﬁces nation-
wide. We discovered that different ofﬁces
would perform better with different pa-
rameter settings. Also, regional managers
wanted to tune the system to accomplish
speciﬁc regional objectives, for example, to
honor time windows rather than minimize
travel time or mileage. We devised indi-
vidual parameter settings for each region.
Tuning the system based on the geogra-
phy and the business objectives further
improved the results.
Beneﬁts and Impact for Sears
Since the systems for SLS and SPS were
deployed, SLS and SPS have improved
their overall service. Using the system,
SLS and SPS have improved their honor-
ing of time windows. SLS and SPS have
reduced their operational costs because of
reductions in travel time, mileage, and
routing time. SLS is able to utilize its ﬂeets
more efﬁciently, because the mileage re-
duction increases the number of stops a
vehicle can visit. Table 2 summarizes the
improvements in some key cost factors
and business criteria for SLS and SPS.
By decreasing miles per stop, SLS
achieves more stops per truck, maximizing
the use of delivery resources. Because of
the huge number of deliveries, even a frac-
tional saving on each stop results in a sig-
niﬁcant annual savings. Sears increased its
delivery orders 9.2 percent with virtually
the same ﬂeet size. The increased number
of stops per vehicle has also allowed Sears
to negotiate a rate reduction with third-
party carriers.
EHDS has eliminated the need for dis-
patchers to have local knowledge, and it
has sped up the routing process. Dispatch-
ers no longer need map hard copies to
build routes. Efﬁcient and automated rout-
ing has allowed Sears to consolidate its
routing ofﬁces, going from 46 to 22 with
further reductions planned, which reduces
facility, equipment, and personnel costs.
Home delivery has become one of Sears’SEARS
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SLS SPS
Before After Before After
Geocoding accuracy 55% 95% 55% 95%
Arrival time window 4 hours 2 hours 2 hours 2 hours
On-time performance 78% 95% 84% 95%
Time spent routing 5 hours 20 minutes 8 hours 1–2 hours
Miles per stop 1.6 1.2
Stops per vehicle 16 20
Dispatch facilities 46 22 92 6
Completed calls N/A N/A --- `3%
Overtime 115%
Drive time 16%
Table 2: Sears achieved many beneﬁts by using EHDS and CARS: It improved its accuracy in
ﬁnding customer locations, it improved its fulﬁllment of time-window commitments, and it re-
duced its operational costs by reducing mileage, utilizing vehicles more efﬁciently, and consoli-
dating facilities.
core competencies distinguishing it from
its competitors. Sears can now promise
two-hour time windows, which makes
Sears a more compelling place to shop.
Since Sears can notify customers of their
delivery windows early, drivers encounter
fewer not-at-home customers. Because
Sears can predict delivery times accu-
rately, customer satisfaction with the de-
livery process has increased from 84.7 per-
cent to 87.2 percent. Arrival within
promised time windows retains custom-
ers, and excellent service attracts more
customers. According to the statistical
data, a typical “happy” Sears customer
spends $20,000 over his or her lifetime at
Sears stores. Customer satisfaction will
bring revenue.
With EHDS, Sears can meet its objec-
tives and those of its customers, rather
than be subject to the objectives of the
third-party carrier. The system has elimi-
nated off-route driver activities and the
fees Sears paid to third-party dispatchers.
Altogether EHDS results in annual sav-
ings of $30 million.
CARS improved technician productiv-
ity: (1) It reduced driving time by six per-
cent; (2) it increased Sears’ ability to re-
place cancelled service orders; (3) it
increased Sears’ ability to balance service
orders across technicians throughout the
day; (4) it increased the number of service
orders each technician completed per day
by three percent; and (5) it reduced over-
time by 15 percent. Because of these im-
provements, Sears has achieved annual
savings of $9 million.
Like EHDS, CARS has eliminated the
need for dispatchers to have local knowl-
edge and to interface directly with techni-
cians. CARS helps Sears to use its re-
sources more efﬁciently and to reduce its
resource requirements. The system has
helped Sears to establish standard pro-
cesses, to generate higher quality routes
that have lower costs and higher time-
window commitment, and to balance the
workloads among the technicians. The sys-
tem also helps to dramatically reduce theWEIGEL, CAO
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time taken by the routing process. Using
CARS, call center agents can respond to
customer inquiries quickly with such in-
formation as technician-arrival time. CARS
has made it possible for Sears to consoli-
date its dispatching facilities, which saves
$9 million.
CARS generates routes for service tech-
nicians more efﬁciently than the dispatch-
ers did, reducing the transportation costs
associated with home services. Based on
the statistics, CARS reduced variable truck
costs by 10 percent, yielding a $3 million
annual saving.
Furthermore, CARS improves Sears’
ability to respond the same day to re-
quests for service, and it increases techni-
cians’ on-time arrivals. Since CARS was
implemented, customers who report being
“very satisﬁed” have increased from 74
percent to 77 percent, and recommenda-
tion scores have been over 80 percent. Be-
cause of the improvements in service qual-
ity, customer satisfaction, and costs,
revenues for paid service calls have in-
creased by 16 percent—another signiﬁcant
impact.
Beneﬁts and Impact for ESRI
ESRI has used the knowledge it gained
and developed in the Sears projects to en-
hance and extend its product line. Speciﬁ-
cally, we have developed new algorithms
in our Arc/Info and ArcView products,
developed new products, and improved
data structures and memory management
to solve very large network optimization
problems.
We enhanced the Arc/Info Network ex-
tension to include precedence ordering in
the Tour command (TSP heuristic). We en-
hanced geocoding functionality to im-
prove various address-matching criteria
and tools to assist in reject processing (the
methodology to deal with some addresses
that cannot be matched by the normal
address-match process). We enhanced our
dynamic memory management tools so
that we can manage very large networks
(millions of arcs) in virtual memory.
We developed the ArcView Network
Analyst product to leverage these ideas in
a mass market commercial product. Many
ESRI developers use ArcView to create
value-added products to resell, for exam-
ple, MileMaster for compiling mileage
data for tax accounting and the product
Miner and Miner developed for analyzing
the outage of electric networks.
We developed RouteServer, a client-
server routing system that combines the
assignment and sequencing algorithms de-
scribed here with the transaction process-
ing (TP) monitor technology originally de-
veloped for Internet applications. This is a
very promising technology for enterprise
applications because it allows multiple
users to share a common street database
and computing resources to drastically re-
duce the incremental cost of client work-
stations for routing operations.
We developed ArcLogistics, a low-cost
PC-based routing-and-scheduling applica-
tion that brings high-end functionality to
small organizations who were previously
unable to afford this technology. We cre-
ated this product based on the experience
we gained in the two Sears projects. It
helps small organizations to solve both the
technician-dispatch problem and the
delivery-routing problem.
Arc/Info Version 8.0 is a complete rede-
sign of ESRI’s GIS product, which will in-SEARS
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clude network modeling tools, many of
which result from our work with Sears.
Because of ESRI’s success with Sears, we
have expanded our transportation and lo-
gistics consulting practice and customer
base. ESRI established its transportation
and logistics services in January 1996 to
satisfy a demand for services similar to
those provided to Sears. We have in-
creased our recruitment and hiring of OR
professionals, and OR/MS is now a recog-
nized ﬁeld of expertise at ESRI.
ESRI is now well known for its capabili-
ties in routing and scheduling, and it inte-
grates routing-and-scheduling technology
in many projects our professional services
division conducts, for example, applica-
tions in Internet mapping and routing, 911
and emergency response, forestry
management, information kiosks, dial-a-
ride services, warehouse-picking optimiza-
tion, yield management, and insurance-
claims-adjuster dispatch, and in the layout
design of telecommunications ﬁber cable.
We expect to continue developing applica-
tions with this technology in these indus-
tries and many others.
Though not a speciﬁc achievement,
ESRI’s projects for Sears have driven the
improvement of commercially available
street-network data. Our data partner in
these projects, Geographic Data Technolo-
gies (GDT), now offers, as a result of these
projects, a continuous street-network data-
base for the entire US, suitable for routing
and scheduling applications. This greatly
reduces the cost for organizations desiring
to implement this technology.
We feel that our primary accomplish-
ment in these projects is the integration of
GIS data structures and processing tech-
niques with leading-edge OR theories and
algorithms. We accomplished this integra-
tion at the basic levels of our products,
making this much more than a loose cou-
pling of techniques. The true integration of
geoprocessing software with the algo-
rithms we employed allows us to operate
on much larger street networks with faster
processing times than has previously been
possible.
ESRI’s association with Sears has re-
sulted in our offering new products and
services that beneﬁt not only home-service
and home-delivery industries, but also
many unrelated industries. The algorithms
and their technical implementation have
proven to be generic enough that we can
successfully apply them with little or no
modiﬁcation for a wide variety of
customers.
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